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Course structureLearning outcomes

● Necessary theoretical notions 
about corpus linguistics and text 
processing

● Technical skills, including creation, 
management and use of language 
corpora for linguistic analysis, 
basics of text processing (such as 
regular expressions, text annotation)

● Research skills
● Communication, interpersonal 

and organizational skills

adaptation of materials by DigiLing



MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COURSE

● Research-based teaching and learning

● Interactive content slides and activities

● Final tests

● Resources for self-study

● Options for gamification

TECHNICAL ASPECTS → Creating learning contents with 
H5P 



Some examples from the actual course… 

An interactive presentation from Unit 1

Why is text processing Important for you?



Some examples from the actual course… 

Final test - Unit 2



Some examples from the actual course… 
A space for discussion
Food for Thought - Unit 6 



14:40 - 12:30
Demonstrations of the 

UPSKILLS Learning 
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Repositories
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Learning outcomes
4-5 ECTS

By the end of this unit block, students will be able to:
● Explain what a language resource is and the role that research infrastructures play in the research 

data lifecycle in the context of Open Science and FAIR
● Use certified research data repositories to search, find and access language resources and datasets
● Process, annotate, and analyse different types of corpora in online environments according to 

standards and formats used by the community
● Archive and share language resources.

Prerequisites: Introduction to Text Processing (UniBo)



Course structure in Moodle



Highlights
● Learn by doing
● Interactive content slides in H5P and learning activities
● Take-home assignments and resources for self-study
● Modular: lessons can be picked and combined



Example of assignment
Search for 5 corpora in the CLARIN Resource Families on a topic that interest you and assess their FAIRness by 
answering the questions below:

● Findability: Are the corpora findable via Google/Bing, VLO and OLAC?
● Accessibility: Is the data accessible?
● Interoperability: In which format is the data available?
● Reusability: Is there documentation available on formats, methods and licensing?
● Other: Is the data openly available, is there a corpus paper or a dedicated website available?

Delivery format: Blog post (800 words max).

Learning activity based on:

Frey, J.-C., König, A., & Stemle, E. W. (2019). How FAIR are CMC Corpora? Proceedings of the 7th Conference on CMC 
and Social Media Corpora for the Humanities (CMC-Corpora2019), 25–30. 
https://cmccorpora19.sciencesconf.org/resource/page/id/15.



Glossary
Key concepts related to repositories, standards and research infrastructures



Upskilling your “Introduction 
to language variation class”

Margherita Pallottino 
&

 Genoveva Puskas

Topic 2, Class 3 



The bloc in THEORY
You institution has rigid curricula which can hardly be changed from one year 
to the other, but you still find the UPSKILLS proposal interesting…

Upskills is not just a repository of content blocs, but it also is an approach to 
teaching, which aims at promoting the development of additional skills in an 
interactive class environment.

Where “additional” refers to the fact that an instructor must not replace the 
disciplinary content, for instance, theoretical linguistic, with practical notions, 
but integrate the two aspects.



All of it with the support of a game!



1. Learning Outcomes: Provide examples of a 
non-binary/binary linguistic feature/attribute
2. Class layout Organization of the time in class
2.1 Learning material
Readings: Radford (2009, pp. 1-19); “Guess the language” 
Manual of instructions
Games: Guess the Language!©” Hasbro “Guess who? ®“
2.2 In-class activity: "Break the ice with a guessing game“
material needed, goal of the activity, carrying out the activity, 
estimated time
2.3 Debrief and introduction to Generative Grammar
3. Proposed homework 
4. Assessment
5. Detailed workload (for the teacher, for the students)



ACTIVITIES



Teach what language diversity 
comes down to be

Teach how to interact with a 
JavaScript file

Teach different data collection 
techniques

Teach how to organize data in a 
meaningful way

ACTIVITIES
Break the ICE in class



THANK YOU & HAVE 
FUN PLAYING!

Download Guess the Language! ©
from the chat on Zoom: GamePack.zip

Open index.html to play on your browser





Benefit from existing materials - Movetia 
online course Revisiting research training 
in linguistics: theory, logic, method 

Definitions with examples that can be 
used individually as needed

 



Practical exercises, for example:

Making a research plan
 

Critically thinking about the relevance of 
cultural context in scientific research



Collecting data from 
human participants

The Third UPSKILLS Multiplier Event, Utrecht, 4 November 2022

Tihana Kraš (University of Rijeka)
Marko Simonović (University of Graz)



Learning content unit block basic information

Workload: 6 ECTS

Designers: Tihana Kraš*, Martina Podboj*, Marko Simonović✝

Designers’ affiliation: *University of Rijeka, ✝University of Graz

Thematically, the unit block is structured in four parts:

1. General
2. Morphophonology and morphosyntax
3. Second language acquisition (SLA)
4. Sociolinguistics

+ Two student projects (3 ECTS)
2



Topics covered (subunits)

GENERAL (Part 1)

● Relevant terms and distinctions
● Ethics in linguistic research with human participants
● Population sampling in linguistic research

MORPHOPHONOLOGY AND MORPHOSYNTAX (Part 2)

● Judgement data
● Judgement tasks 
● Creating an experiment/survey
● Data elicitation
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Topics covered (subunits)

SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION (Part 3)

● Comprehension tasks in SLA
● Elicited production tasks in SLA
● Acceptability judgement tasks in SLA

SOCOLINGUISTICS (Part 4)

● Ethnographic fieldwork in sociolinguistics
● The sociolinguistic interview
● Surveys and questionnaires in socolinguistic research
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Student projects

● “Irregular” phonological alternations
● Second language acquisition of English morphosyntax
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General subunit structure

Preparatory reading assignment or a warm-up activity

PPT presentation with notes for teachers accompanied by handouts 
for students

Optional reading assignment

Practical assignment

Quizz
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Example of a student project
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Example of a student project
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A glimpse into 
language data science

Maja Miličević Petrović, 
Adriano Ferraresi, Paul Marty

Guidelines and Best Practices for 
Research-Based Teaching

Utrecht, 4 November 2022



Outline



Formats

● Theoretical and 
methodological 
contents
⇒ Moodle books

● Exercises
⇒ R scripts / R 

markdown



(Re)use
The materials are…

● Downloadable
● Modifiable
● Modular Different levels of (re)use possible:

● Full course
● Course units
● Books

○ Book chapters
○ Individual paragraphs

● Exercises


